THE REPUBLIC OF VANUATU
PORT VILA, VANUATU

PERMANENT CERTIFICATE OF REGISTRY

OFFICIAL NUMBER  CALL SIGN  NAME OF VESSEL  SERVICE  HOME PORT
2341        YJTX5        GYRE          OCEANOGRAPHIC          PORT VILA
IMO NUMBER:  IMO7318999

THIS IS TO CERTIFY THAT pursuant to the provisions set forth in The Maritime Act Cap. 131 (as amended), ROY ROBBINS has declared that the company(ies) stated below is(are) the sole owner(s) of the herein named and described vessel.

OWNER NAME  DOMICILE  CITIZENSHIP  PROPORTION
TDI BROOKS INTERNATIONAL, INC.  TEXAS, USA  USA  100%

COMPANY IMO:  IM05061819

GENERAL PARTICULARS

DATE PURCHASED  PLACE PURCHASED  FORMER NAME  CLASSED BY  DATE REGISTERED
1973  HALTER MARINE  GYRE  AMERICAN BUREAU OF  July 07, 2014
SHIPping

BUILT BY
HALTER MARINE

CONVERTED BY

NUMBER OF MASTS  NUMBER OF DECKS  MATERIAL  HOW PROPELLED
TWO  FOURTH  STEEL  MOTOR TWIN SCREW

PARTICULARS OF PROPPELLING ENGINES

NUMBER / TYPE OF ENGINES  POWER TYPE  YEAR BUILT  BUILT BY
(2) CATERPILLAR DIESEL - D398  1650 HP  1973  CATERPILLAR

REGISTER DIMENSIONS

LENGTH (LOA)  BREADTH  DEPTH  HEIGHT
158.00 FEET  36.00 FEET  15.00 FEET

PARTICULARS OF TONNAGE

ITC69  GROSS  NET
REGULATORY  798  239

AMERICAN BUREAU OF SHIPPING, being duly authorized, having surveyed and measured the vessel having certified its build, dimensions and tonnages in Certificate of Measurement to be as aforesaid and having further certified that the markings required by law have been made and that the tonnages were determined and located as shown in detail in said Certificate of Measurement; and the owner, having agreed to the description and measurements therein set forth; and having complied in all other respects with requirements for the issuance of this Permanent Certificate of Registry, the vessel is therefore duly registered under the Laws and Flag of the Republic of Vanuatu.


BY: MARIANA STRIMBU (By Direction)
Deputy Commissioner of Maritime Affairs
The Republic of Vanuatu

[Signature]